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My name is Marijn Giesbertz
   I’m Lead Visual FX at Guerrilla-Games

Next to me is Michal Valient our lead Tech code

Today it’s only the 2 of us.. and I’ll be doing a lot of the talking,
   so I hope you guys can stand an hour of my lovely Dutch accent.

But we have a lot of cool stuff to show you!

For those of you who haven’t heard of Guerrilla Games,

We were founded in 1999 and have 
   been a part of Sony Computer Entertainment since 2005.

Our studio is based in Amsterdam... and these days we also have a 
   sister studio located in Cambridge UK..

We’ve been creating games for more then a decade now.

Or more precisely....
   we’ve been mostly making one game for a whole decade.
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The Killzone series....

Our latest game Killzone Shadow Fall was 
    released last year as a launch title for the PS4.

We’re currently working on a unannounced new IP....
   which unfortunately we can’t share anything on at this time....
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TOPICS OF THIS TALK
‣Production Timeline

‣ Process and Challenges

Topics of this talk...

<CLICK>

We’ll go over the timeline of the project...

and I’ll show you how we got from this concept paint ... to this....

This footage is from our first public demo,
   which we showed at the playstation 4 reveal event last year.....

You’ll get to see what this level looked like at
   various stages of production.... and hear more 
     about the challenges that come with developing for
        a new platform....
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TOPICS OF THIS TALK
‣Production Timeline

‣ Process and Challenges

‣Engine Improvements
‣ Physically Based Lighting
‣ Volumetrics 
‣ Particle Lighting
‣ Area lights
‣ Reflections
‣ Force Fields

Michal will then talk about some of the improvements we did
   to our engine like....

<CLICK>

the Physically Based Lighting model

The addition of volumetrics.....

Particle lighting....

Area lights...  

and you’ll get to see how we have our
   engine running in Maya

the awesome realtime reflections....

and addition of forcefields....
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TOPICS OF THIS TALK
‣Production Timeline

‣ Process and Challenges

‣Engine Improvements
‣ Physically Based Lighting
‣ Volumetrics 
‣ Particle Lighting
‣ Area lights
‣ Reflections
‣ Force Fields

‣Visual FX
‣ Particles
‣ Destructibility
‣ Set-Piece Breakdowns
‣ Rain and Dust
‣ Skyboxes

‣Q&A

the last part of this presentation I’ll talk a lot more on how we
  achieved a lot of the effects like
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some particle effects like smoke.... 

and show you some of the tricks we used....

see how we deal with destructible objects....

We’ll take a look at some set-piece breakdowns...

our dynamic dust and rain FX

and how some of the level extensions or skyboxes as
   we call them were created....

And if we have some time remaining at the end
  there will be a Q&A  and we’ll be hanging around 
    after the presentation, so feel free to drop by.

So let’s get started!
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PRODUCTION TIMELINE

This image represents the entire timeline of the project....
  running from beginning of 2011 till end of 2013...

Killzone Shadow Fall has always been developed as a
  PS4 Launch title – which meant a fixed and tight schedule.

We were one of a handful of next gen games which wasn’t an
  upscale or a conversion... 

which meant that we had the responsibility
    of setting the bar for next gen...

but let’s go back to the very start of development....
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PRODUCTION TIMELINE

Here we are at the beginning of 2011....

<CLICK>

We had just wrapped up our previous title, Killzone 3 for the PS3

now at this point most of the team were working on DLC and 
     some code support continued on multiplayer.....

<CLICK>

over the last 8 years Guerrilla has grown from about 50 to 200 people

and so the time had come for us to move into a new building....

So after having moved into our new office we were
  ready to start work on our next killzone project....

but there was one thing we hadn’t been told yet....

<CLICK>

Early 2011 it was internally announced to the entire team at
   Guerrilla that we would be developing the new Killzone as a
      launch title for the Playstation 4!

This got us all very excited at first cause a new machine
   would mean more processing power and allow us to do
      a lot more....

but this also left us with a lot of questions.....
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What we knew....
‣Launch Title

‣Fixed ship date
‣Next Gen

‣Set expectations

We essentially knew two things...

<CLICK>

We’d be a launch title....
   and this meant that for the first time we had a ship
      deadline completely out of our control....

<CLICK>

We’re doing next gen and we’d be the first.....
   and with that we had the responsibility to set peoples
      expectations for what next gen could be
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What we didn’t know....
‣When exactly the launch date was
‣What the final hardware would be
‣How exactly our engine would work
‣What our competition would be

There was a lot more stuff we didn’t know.

<CLICK>

We didn’t know when the Launch date was.

We just knew someone else got to set it. And it could be
   moved forward or backwards at any time.

So are you conservative in ambition and risk under delivering, or do
  you go all out and risk missing the launch date and giving your
    competitors an opening

<CLICK>

2nd, We didn’t know what the final hardware would be exactly

Which also meant that our tech coders couldn’t tell us exactly how the engine
   would work....

<CLICK>

They couldn’t give us solid resource budgets... or tell us
    exactly how the lighting would work....

So, do you assume all the fancy cutting edge tech that you’re R&D-ing will work, or
  do you play it safe and go with simple proven techniques?

<CLICK>

And the other thing, is that outside of other Sony studios we had no idea
  what the competition was up to. This was early days, everyone was keeping
    their cards to their chest. We didn’t know what they were aiming for....

We needed to anticipate what they were aiming for and then aim above that, but of
   course they’re also going to be doing that......
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What we didn’t know....

THE RISK OF A WRONG DECISION IS 
PREFERABLE TO

THE TERROR OF INDECISION

Uncertainty is paralyzing.

We knew that we’d need to start development long before we had
  concrete answers to any of these questions

The worst decision you can make is no decision, so we simply had to
   give our own answers to these questions and adapt if they changed

We set our own ‘Launch’ deadline...
   We made assumptions for the hardware and software...
and most importantly of all, we decided that we’d need to set our own
   expectations for what Next Gen really was.
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What we wanted...

HDR

Area Lights

Volumetrics

Realtime Reflections

Shadow casting Omni lights

Particle Lighting

Higher Resolution Textures

Lensflares

Larger Environments

More Particles

More Destructible Objects

Highly Detailed GeometryForce FieldsDynamic Cloth

Dynamic Dust

Lensdirt

Tesselation

Displacement

Better Shading

Better Lighting

So when we started noting down all of the things that we wanted from
    a next-gen title in terms of graphics we came up with a very long list.....

We had to make choices very early on,
   stick to the plan and if it did not work
      we might had to kill some feature or mechanic
          in order to ship. 

One thing however was clear to us.... <CLICK>

and that was that we wanted to improve our shading and lighting,
   since we felt that would give us the biggest win.... 

Michal will talk a lot more about those improvements we did later on....

So we prioritized which features we wanted most and we started development
   for those and see how far we would get..... 

At that point no specific details were revealed on the 
   actual hardware to us... but we could assume it would 
      have a lot more processing power and memory. 

In terms of budgets our coders were able to give us some rough estimates
  to work from so we would assume that we could use 4x more geometry detail
    and 4x the amount of texture detail and still fit in memory and performance.
            This guideline actually proved to work pretty well in the end.

So then we started to talk about the setting for the next Killzone...
   we knew we faced an interesting challenge. 

We felt that Killzone should move in a new direction, 
   explore some new mechanics.

We also knew that while the world of Killzone is big, 
   we had only shown small part of it in the previous games.

Our Visual Artists explored some of these scenarios....
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Early concept art

- In the game, you play an elite special ops soldier named shadow marshall
<CLICK>

- here we have some early shadow Marshall suit designs....
      we wanted gameplay to be a more tactical than previous titles
<CLICK>

- Part of the more tactical gameplay is that you’re able to control a
      small drone named the OWL....
<CLICK>

- These are the badguys in our game named the Helghast, easy to recognize by
      their evil red Glowing eyes....
<CLICK>

- In general, the new style was a lot more techy...
<CLICK>

- The home planet of the Helghast had been destroyed at the end of KZ3
<CLICK>

- We wanted to revisit this planet since it offered some interesting environments
<CLICK>

- After the war there is a delicate truce between the Helghast and
    the good guys of our game named the ISA.... 
      The Helghast are offered to put up a settlement in the city of Vekta
<CLICK>

- vekta city is divided in half by a wall, forcing people from Vekta to move
    out of their homes and make way for the Helghast...
<CLICK>

- so on 1 side of the wall we have the gritty, industrial Helghast side
<CLICK>

- and on the other the color-full, commercial Vekta side... 
This pretty much sets the stage for the game..... <CLICK>



PRODUCTION TIMELINE

Besides concept art some other important tracks had started, like...

<CLICK>

- Preparing the transition from PS3 to PS4 by getting our engine
     up and running on PC first....

<CLICK>

- Development of new tech like the Physically Based Lighting model...

<CLICK>

- Start of defining assets required and preparing briefs and models for
    our outsourcing partners....

<CLICK>

and within our FX department we started an R&D track to
   explore how far we could push our existing engine and
       tools in order to create next-gen looking effects.....
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PRODUCTION TIMELINE

So while all of these tracks were in progress at the end of 2011
  we started work on a scenario that would serve as a base for
     the creation of both a visual and gameplay benchmark movie.

The scenario video we’re about to see was for the most part animated out
   and then rendered to frames using our engine.

Since a lot of the new features were still in development 
   at this time... the framerate wasn’t optimal so we rendered it 
     out to frames...

This also allowed us to make use of some post production for adding
      the HUD, lensflares and doing some color correction.

Let’s take a look at part of this movie! 
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Art + Gameplay Benchmark

OWL previz



PRODUCTION TIMELINE

This benchmark movie really helped in pushing Tech 
   further and gave everyone a better sense of what we
       wanted to achieve, both gameplay and art-wise.

<CLICK>

In the meantime work on a preliminary script for a 
   larger playable demo had started... This would form the
     the base of our 1st public demo that we ended up showing
        at the PS4 reveal event!

This next video will show you one of the first versions of this..
  The footage is roughly from 1 year before the event....
                   
<CLICK>



1st Pass Mockup, April 2012

At this point the level is mainly build to help determine the layout and
   size of the level....

As you can immediately notice the framerate is quite bad....

Most people were still running the game on PS3
   but a lot of the code was in the process of being migrated to
       PC and PS4... 

Only a handful of coders had access to early PS4 devkits.

We were still mostly using old KZ3 content for the characters
   and weapons.... 

At this point in time the iterating process had become a lot slower,
   long conversion times and breaking builds was something we’d have
      to deal with for quite some time.....

Unfortunately bad framerates were sometimes the case during development...

Now off course we had workarounds to improve framerate, so our game designers
  were at least able to judge the gameplay properly.....

but at the same time we also needed to create a level that
  would show potential issues and help us focus on the areas
     that needed the most attention.

wait for video to end....

The next video is going to show you the same demo 3 months later.....
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2nd Pass Mockup, July 2012

Here you can see that the entire level has had a rough art-pass but
   things are still all over the place....

So again you’ll notice that the framerate is still really bad...

The lighting and lightmaps are pretty much missing and 
    the opening fly-in sequence is still placeholder.....

Some Mockup characters have been integrated but are 
    completely broken, floating heads and broken clothing and shaders

At this point in time, most people were running the game on PC...

Some of our engines new tech had there first implementations done
  like the physically based lighting model, particle lighting and volumetrics...

But these were all still having issues as you could clearly see.....

wait for movie to finish.....

Lets jump ahead roughly 3 months and take another look at
   how the demo has progressed....
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1st Pass Art, October 2012

This footage was actually captured of the PS4 devkit!

The layout for the city had been completely redone and the scale
   feels a lot better....  

The flyin sequence placeholder has been replaced and
    lighting has done a full pass on the level...

Here you see a bunch of drones fly next to you.....

This was at that point still part of the story but later on decided to 
   drop from the game....

In terms of art, a lot of the models that came back from outsourcing 
    had been integrated...

The characters no longer had floating head issues and were
    actually wearing some proper clothes....

Most of the new tech issues with shading, particle lighting and
  volumetrics had been largely fixed.

Now slowly more people had access to PS4 devkits and both 
   framerates and itteration times had massively improved!

As you can see we made quite a bit of progress in those 3 months!

Finally things are starting to come together!

Still there was tons of stuff that we wanted to improve before
   we were ready to show it to the rest of the world....

wait for movie to finish...

<CLICK>



PRODUCTION TIMELINE

The Playstation 4 reveal event took place 3 months later
   on 22nd of February 2013.

As we kept on improving the demo and as we got more 
    happy with the visuals, we slowly started locking down 
        work for all departments.

At that point all focus was on optimizing, testing and 
      getting a stable build for the show.

The moment of truth that we’d been working towards for
   almost a year had arrived!

The PS4 event was broadcasted live and millions of people all over the
  world, including everyone at our studio were watching the live demo
   play-through on stage..... 

hopefully without crashing....

<CLICK>



Final Demo PS4 Reveal Event, February 2013

Final Demo Reveal Event



PRODUCTION TIMELINE

After the event we felt extremely happy and proud that
  the demo went so well... 

and also the fact that people seemed to really like the
   new direction that we’d taken for the game....

While a small group of individuals was working on getting
  this demo done... actually most people had continued
    developing the rest of the game....

The process for getting this demo done took a lot of Trial and error...

For example, getting the look and feel of the city right took us quite
   a bit of experimenting since we’d never done cities at this scale on
      any of our previous games...

To illustrate just how much the city changed over time I
have this time-lapse video showing the progress....

<CLICK>



City Development Time-lapse

So here you can see the very early city...

the layout of the buildings remains very static at first...

main thing you’ll notice is that we tried some different color schemes...

so not much changes.... 

until right about here... This is where we threw away everything
  and pretty much started from scratch...

and as we started locking content down, you’ll notice the changes stop...



PRODUCTION TIMELINE

With this demo finished we had most of the
   new engine features and systems integrated and working.... 

Over the next period everyone got access to a devkit and
   we were pretty much good to finish the rest of the game....

There were 2 more big events coming up where we’d wanted
     to show more of our game.... 

<CLICK>

E3 we revealed a new SP level and showed of some new
   gameplay mechanics like the OWL....

<CLICK>

At Gamescom we showed 2 of our MP levels and new features....
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PRODUCTION TIMELINE

So now we’re reaching the end of the project and
  slowly more of the content was getting locked....

At that point we focussed mainly on optimizing and bug-fixing....

<CLICK>

For optimizing our coders created some really nice optimization tools...

These were really KEY to getting this game done in time for launch...

Besides optimizing we’d started work on most of our pre-rendered
   cutscenes.... so just like on KZ3 we’re still using movies to bridge
     loading times.

And then... after almost 3 years of blood sweat and tears...
our game went Gold on the 21st of October!

<CLICK>

KZ : SF was released on 15th November 2013 as 
  a launch title for the PS4!

so let’s take a look at a trailer of our game to wrap up
  the production part of this talk...

After that Michal will go over some of our engines
  improvements....
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wait for movie to finish...
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Technology focus
‣Showcase PS4 title

‣New engine core, debugging tools
‣Lighting

‣Physically based lighting
‣Area lights, Real-time Reflections
‣Volumetrics, Particle lighting

‣Effects simulation
‣Forcefields

Guerrilla-Games.com/publications

Engine Improvements

More details on our website

<CLICK>

Our goal was to make a showcase PS4 title.
  But as a PS3 exclusive developer we really had to start 
     from scratch in many aspects.

<CLICK>

With limited development time we really had to pick our battles.
  Of course we added things like awesome texture streaming
      and better shadowing...

... but early on we decided that Killzone is going to be about lighting.
    We identified few key areas where we aimed to achieve
        the best next-gen visuals and show what’s possible on PS4.

<CLICK>

We also wanted to make the world feel like it reacts to your actions, therefore
  we added Forcefields, a wind-system that affects motion on our particles, cloth and
    vegetation..... 

<CLICK>



Why switch?
Physically Based Lighting

Why switch?

On previous projects, an asset was produced with a specific
   environment lighting in mind....

Reflections were often baked-in, painted or we’d use a global 
   ‘skybox style’ cubemap....

Each artist used his own light setup in Maya and tweaked material
   properties to fit his lighting.
      Of course moving the asset to different level would not work.

And we therefore kept fixing looks of the game in post processing.
   Thats part of the reason why KZ2 and Kz3 are so desaturated,
      it’s to hide the fact that objects don’t fit together.

Creating assets with this old pipeline would potentially be very
    expensive and might have affect the final quality of the game
       considering our tight deadlines.
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Easier to achieve photorealism
In very basic terms the model is able to deal with how light behaves
  more realistically when it hits a surface and how energy is reflected,
   scattered, refracted or absorbed based on the material properties.....

Advantages of using this model... 

- Easier to achieve hyperrealism / photorealism  <CLICK>



Consistent look in different HDR environments

- Consistent look in different HDR environments <CLICK>



Simplified artist workflow
- Simplified artist workflow <CLICK>



Energy Preserving
- Energy preserving <CLICK>



Physically Based Lighting Bootcamp

Courtesy of John Hable

Diffuse
+

Specular
Diffuse Specular

Diffuse +Specular

Diffuse Specular

Specular is very important
    it’s everywhere

Albedo is almost black on metals



AlbedoFinal Result

So what exactly changed for our artists working on asset shaders?

On the left you can see a the final model as rendered in-game
   On the right we can see what the albedo (or diffuse) texture 
     of this model looks like...

Most of the albedo buffer is painted a very dark color, representing
   a metal-ish material in this case which gets most of its characteristics
     from the specular component...
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RoughnessFinal Result

Roughness that was rarely used before became the most
   important driver of reflection.

Fresnel values made everything too shiny... and nothing was truly
   diffuse anymore.

<CLICK>

For this we use values ranging from 0 -> 1

0 being and extremely diffuse reflection and a 
    value of 1 represents a sharp reflection...

<CLICK>

In the right image <CLICK> you can see the darker areas that
  represent the very glossy reflection...

the brighter areas <CLICK> the sharper reflection
    on the gold-foil material of the box...

The finer detail like scratches and worn edges are usually stored
  in this texture....

With these textures in place + normal maps, the asset is
   ready for review.....

Now that lighting and environments had become such
   an important factor on what our assets look like, we needed to
     have a way of reviewing our assets under different conditions..

<CLICK>



SpecularFinal Result

Naturally artists at first were resisting what they perceived as
  a loss of control, but a lot of time time was invested into training them..

We provided measured specular values for different materials and 
   after some time artists managed to reboot their intuition.

<CLICK>

We ended up getting a photoshop swatch with pre-sets for
  different types of materials... 

An artist would then select one of these colors and paint 
  textures for the appropriate material....

Here you clearly see the gold material assigned to 
   the space-foil....

<CLICK>

and here you can see we assigned the aluminum material....

<CLICK>



we ended up creating a couple of presets for different lighting
   conditions that would help to review assets...

This image shows you different assets in different lighting and
   environment conditions...

You can see how different all of these materials behave with
   these changing conditions...

With this new model, our assets have made a spectacular
    jump in quality!

<CLICK>



Physically Based Lighting

Killzone 3
PS3

Killzone SF
PS4

The model went through multiple iterations until a setup
  was reached which was controllable enough for artists and still 
    physically correct.

Here are some examples of PS3 characters using the old system compared
   to the new on PS4....
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  was reached which was controllable enough for artists and still 
    physically correct.

Here are some examples of PS3 characters using the old system compared
   to the new on PS4....



Physically Based Lighting

Killzone SF
PS4

Killzone 3
PS3

The model went through multiple iterations until a setup
  was reached which was controllable enough for artists and still 
    physically correct.

Here are some examples of PS3 characters using the old system compared
   to the new on PS4....



Lighting - The Guerrilla Way

‣All aspects of lighting complement each other
‣ BRDF
‣ Assets
‣ Lights
‣ Volumetrics
‣ Reflections
‣ Particles
‣ Translucency

Lighting on KZ:SF...

Without going into too much technical detail these are 
    our most important lessons learned in terms of lighting.
  
It’s certainly possible to just implement physically based lighting model, 
   or just add reflections or translucency and  
     the game will probably already look better.

But when all of these components complement each other,
    when they react the same predictable way to roughness or reflectance 
        then you get something magical, where things just work.



Lighting - The Guerrilla Way

‣All lights are area lights
‣ Including textured lights
‣ Consistent specular response
‣ Sunlight
‣ Volumetric

If you’re considering Physically based lighting model,
   consider switching all your lights into area lights.

The video shows our area lights in Maya and 
   I’ll just rant a bit through it.

Previously, when artists wanted to achieve wide specular lobe of a sunlight,
   they just cranked up Phong cosine power and specular intensity of materials.
     Of course such material looks wrong in any other light setup 
        and Physically Based Lighting model cannot support such hacks.

Adding Area Lights therefore is a natural step to return this level of control
    where it belongs - out of materials and into lights.

We have an article in GPU Pro 5 about our area lights 
     with all the gritty details.

Area lights are one of the things that make KZSF look the way it does.

We used area Lights during the development of previous KZ titles for lightmaps as
    they give the nicest and most realistic quality lighting... 

but being able to use them realtime in game has been an eye opener.

<CLICK>



Engine running in Maya

Here is another video showing some of our engines features that
  we support in Maya....

For our lighting-artist this move to “next gen” was a lot smaller
   than the previous generation and consists mainly of a step towards 
      more photorealism and more accurate shading.

Killzone2 was one of the first games to use a deferred render engine, 
   which gave us tremendous flexibility in placing realtime lights on top 
      of our lightmap and ibl based solution.... 

Not just that, but we implemented our render engine in Maya, so we 
    could render our viewports with our engine. 

We could see lightmaps, our realtime lights and shadows, projectors,
    materials... everything in realtime.
Iteration speed for realtime lighting increased with a quantum leap.

This integration was perfected for Killzone 3 and Killzone 
  ShadowFall with its integration in viewport 2.0.

<CLICK>



Killzone Shadow Fall / GDC 2014

Volumetric Lighting

‣One of the most important 
ingredients of KZ:SF look
‣Raymarching
‣Supports all light types

Volumetrics became one of the most prominent 
   effects of Killzone Shadow Fall. 
      Artists enabled it on pretty much all of our in-game lights, 
          including the sunlight, in most of the levels.

We implemented our volumetric effects as 
    straightforward view space ray marching. 

The advantages of such solution are that we can support 
  all of our light types and additionally there is easily 
    understandable tradeoff between quality and cost. 
      More samples means higher quality and lower speed.

We render the volumetric effect as part of our lighting pass.
   After each light is rendered on screen, we switch the shader 
      and render the same light into volumetric buffer. 
        Only this time we perform ray marching through the light volume 
           in the shader and evaluate the light and shadows at each step. 

The picture tries to illustrate how it’s done. 

The picture also tells you that it’s not worth to sample 
    close to the light boundaries - the intensity is close to zero there. 
       We realized this obvious thing pretty late.

To further increase the performance of the effect 
    we render volumetrics at half resolution and 
       use bilateral upscale to reconstruct the full resolution image.



Killzone Shadow Fall / GDC 2014

EFFECTS

‣ `

Volumetric Lighting

In the next section we’ll focus on our volumetrics lighting system and 
   some of our post processing effects.

This video shows how much the atmosphere of our game changes 
   and how much more natural the scene becomes, 
      when we add volumetrics.



talk over video.....



Killzone Shadow Fall / GDC 2014

Art-directing Volumetrics

‣Plain volumetrics look bland
‣Let’s use particles

‣ Complete artist control
‣ Explosions show in volumetric
‣ Player movement pushes smoke
‣ Wind forces

‣3D Particle buffer

Plain volumetric effects can look boring and
   some games use perlin noise to add detail into the visuals.

We decided to use our particle systems to add some 
   structure to the volumetrics. 
     The advantages over some procedural noise are 
        that particles allow complete artist control over the look and motion.
          Particles also react to physics, player movement or natural forces.

We render the particles that drive volumetrics 
    into a special Scattering Amount Buffer.
       This is a 3D buffer with 16 depth slices which we later 
           read during each ray march step and we multiply it 
             with the volumetric intensity.



This video shows the final effect of particles on the visuals. 

In the corner you can see few slices of the amount buffer.



Killzone Shadow Fall / GDC 2014

Particle Lighting

‣ Particles need to fit our environments
‣ Lighting matching the rest of geometry
‣ Support for all our light types
‣ Shadows

‣ Performance is important
‣ Lit using deferred engine

‣ 8x8, 4x4, 2x2 or 1x1 lit points per particle
‣ Artist chosen based on size

Particles are big part of Killzone atmosphere and 
      we needed to ensure they fit the next-gen look of our environments.

We wanted a system where particle lighting 
    just matches the rest of geometry with 
      all the light types supported. 
         And of course we wanted shadows everywhere.

Additionally we wanted low overhead for large particle counts.
    Simply put our forward rendering was not up the task.

Traditionally games mostly render particles unlit 
   or use whatever forward rendering technique 
      is available in the engine.

Particles have a lot of overdraw making forward lighting quite expensive.
   There might also be feature limits like for example no shadows.
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Particle Lighting

How particles react to lighting in different environments
Lighting is matching the surface lighting...

.....wait a bit and CLICK
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Real-Time Reflections

‣First class engine citizen
‣ As important as lighting
‣ Part of art-style design process
‣ Identical physically correct rules as lighting model

‣Real-time raytrace system
‣ Dynamic reflections

‣Static localized cubemap zones
‣ Local reflections

‣Static background cubemap

First class engine citizen
As important as lighting
Part of art-style design process
Identical physically correct rules as lighting model

Our reflection system consists of three components.

We have a real-time ray trace system,
    which provides dynamic reflections of the visible scene.

We have a set of static localized cubemaps.
    These provide pre-rendered reflections for certain game area.

And the last part is pre-rendered background cubemap.
    This one provides the infinitely distant environment reflections.

Each component of the system falls back to the next one.
    If the real-time reflections cannot provide results,
       we check the localized cubemap. 
          If there’s no localized cubemap, we use the background one.



Killzone Shadow Fall / GDC 2014
Localized cubemaps video

<Pause> at the beginning to show nested and rotated zones.

We use tiled rendering to optimize the performance.
   This means that we split the screen into tiles and 
      determine which local cubemaps affect each tile.

This ensures that we don’t have to test all cubemaps 
     for all pixels when we render the final reflections.



Realtime Reflections

This	  is	  another	  video	  that	  shows	  the	  stages	  of	  reflections.



Force Fields

‣Art-driven force simulation framework
‣ Focus on complete art-direction control

‣Several area affecting primitives
‣ Wind box, explosion, vortex

‣Part of the game
‣ Attached to entities or player
‣ Affects cloth, particles and shaders

‣Utilizes compute shaders
100.000+ force points simulated per frame

Forcefields is the name our art-driven force simulation framework.

Instead of running some sort of simulation we opted for more control. 
  You can decide which area is affected by a specific force by placing a wind box, 
     or the explosion focefield or a nice vortex. 
        We have few of these basic building blocks.

A forcefield can be static - for example a wind box is permanently placed in the level. 
   It can also by dynamic such as explosion triggered by the grenade impact or a 
      push force attached to the dropship or player.



Forcefield tweaking

The idea is that by giving artists the ability to place these basic forcefield building 
   blocks we can achieve higher quality easier than trying to create a 
     very complex simulation system.

Here you see our particle editor view with a mockup environment
   loaded in.... as you can see not a lot is happening yet...... 

The green box represents a forcefield and range.... 

The green arrows indicate the direction of the force....

Let’s enable this particular forcefield...

You’ll notice that the papers and smoke on the ground are slowly starting
   to move...

For each particle emitter we can set how much it gets influenced by the
   forces in the world....

We can set a min and max wind-speed values and the system 
    allows for turbulence and wind gusts...

Here we change the windspeed and direction...

Now lets bring in a 2nd forcefield with some different settings...

This has a vortex type of behavior....

We can set priorities for forcefields as well, so we can define
    by which field particles get influenced the most... 

Here you can see the vortex has a higher priority over the
   larger directional forcefield..

Next to vortex we’re able to attract particles....

or repel... which we for example used on grenade explosions or
    drop-ships hovering low above the ground.....

<CLICK>



Forcefields example

Many systems can use the values from forcefields such as cloth or particles simulations. 
   But we also allow artists to read the forcefield values in the shader, 
     for example to move plants or to generate waves on the water surface.

Any change in wind-direction or intensity wouldn’t affect the movement 
   at all...

Like our with our lighting, all systems work together really nicely....

This was a very brief look at some of our new features....
  Again if you’re interested in the more technical implementation of
    these systems check out the publications on our website!

next we’ll take a look at how some of the visual effects of the game have
    been done....



Visual FX
‣Particles
‣Shaders
‣Destructibility

‣2 Houdini Specialists
‣Entity Logic

‣Skyboxes

This final part of the talk will be about the visual FX....
Let me start by telling what we actually do at our department

At our studio we have a fairly big FX team consisting of 9 people...

The reason why the FX team is rather big, is that we deal
   with a large amount of different tasks... <CLICK>

Off course we create all particle FX you see in the game....<CLICK>

We build our own shading networks for particles and other FX like 
   dust, rain, cloaking on snipers, etc......

But most people on our team deal with creating all of the
   destructible content in our game... <CLICK>

Within the group of destructibility artists we have 2 Houdini
   specialists <CLICK> .....they created most of the tools to procedurally
     break objects and streamline the whole process..

The rest of that team spent most of their time on 
   using these tools and setting up the logic for these and a lot
       of other game-entities...<CLICK>

<CLICK>

And finally we have 1 to 2 person(s) specialized in the creation of
    all level-extension or skyboxes

Our team is very all-round skilled so we’re able
   to shuffle around work easily...

So now that you have an idea of what we do let’s take a closer look at
    some of tools and techniques we use ...

<CLICK>



Particle Editor

Here you can see our proprietary particle editor UI..
   It pretty much has all of the basic functions that you expect
      of a particle editor....

You can change particle size, lifetime, rotation, emitter sizes and
   rates, etc....

It’s a very basic interface but works pretty well...

Now when building our FX, most time is actually not spent in the
  particle editor.. 

but rather on creating shaders for our particles...

And like all of our shaders, we do this in Maya....

<CLICK>



Particle Shaders

This shows a final particle effect.....

and here you can the shading network from one of the elements...

We use a lot of standard maya nodes and on top of that we have
   access to some custom nodes that our engine supports

Like Michal showed earlier in the lighting part, we have our engine
  running in the mayaviewport and we can review any changes to the
    shader instantly....

After exporting the shader from Maya, we can instantly get
   the updated shader in our particle editor and tweak the variables...

Now in terms of shading for our particles... not a lot changed
   from previous titles....

Of course we got the addition of particle lighting and forcefields....

but in terms of our shader options we were still mostly using the
  same nodes as we always did....

However, because of the extra processing power we were able to
   built a lot more complex shaders.....

In our quest to figure out how to improve the look of our FX for next-gen, 
    we’ve done lots of experimenting....

Let’s take a look at some of our early smoke FX....

<CLICK>



Early particle experiments

This uses a lot of the techniques we’d been using on KZ3...
   Using various noise textures that blend through changing 
      value ranges + some UV distortions..

It works reasonably OK but we really felt it didn’t feel next-gen
   enough and that we’d had to go a different route.

<CLICK>



Early particle experiments

We then applied flowmaps to our particles which resulted in a
  pretty nice looking smoke...

A flowmap is a texture that contains velocity vectors that can be
  used to create the illusion of flowing water, blowing sand or in
    this case moving smoke....

still we wanted to get more out of it...

<CLICK>



We figured out that the best looking results we got,
   when we used an image sequence....

We took a bit of video or rendered footage...
  bake this footage out to a single texture with a number of
    rows and columns... and play the sequence on your particles...

On previous titles we did experiment and use them... but this
   would only be in exceptional cases since these textures would
     take up a rather large chunk of memory on PS3....

Luckily... we were developing for the PS4 which has a 
   plenty of memory available!

At that point we still had some doubts that these might look too
   repetitive.... but after some more experimenting we felt confident 
      that this wasn’t going to be an issue.

Now that we knew the solution for creating good looking FX
   we needed to dive into the process of generating them.... 

<CLICK>



Generating Content

For generating most of our smoke FX we used Houdini...

Here you can see an example Pyro-sim running in Houdini viewport...

The cool thing of using Houdini is that we’re able to extract all
   sorts of data from these sims...

For this smoke we rendered out a top-view of the simulation...

<CLICK>



Generating Content

These are the density values that we use to drive our transparency..

This is the smoke color element with baked in lighting direction....

This is the heat or tempature element that we use for adding fire..

We then combine all these elements to an RGB image..

Note that at this point in time we were still using a texture with rows
  and columns....

With the addition of texture arrays later on in the project we switched
   to those....

<CLICK>



Generating Content

This shows how simple the shader is.... 

Here is the smoke applied to our particles....

As you can see from this early test... it works pretty well...

By using that heat texture we generated we’re able to layer
  in a fire element in our shader.... and thanks to the addition of 
    HDR rendering in our engine we can increase intensity and 
      add some nice glows...

For lighting the smoke we didn’t want to pre-bake a single 
  direction as is done in this example...

besides not matching the real lighting conditions.... this
    would also not allow us to rotate the particle to create
       more variations... 

Here is an old trick we used to fix this issue...

<CLICK>



Evenly lit smoke

We would light our smoke from different directions and
  combine the results into 2 RGB textures and do a difference....

so we would light it from :

<CLICK>

- the right
- top
- front
- combine the results into RGB then repeat with opposite lighting
- left
- bottom
- back
- combine results
- do a difference on the 2
- convert to black and white

And this gives us a fairly nice evenly lit ambient occlusion type of look

<CLICK>



Smoke Elements

This is an overview of all the smoke elements from our library

These gave us enough variation to create the FX...

It’s important to have particles that don’t have a too distinct
  recognizable shape... 

<CLICK>



Slowmotion....

So this gave us a good starting point but one of the
  downsides of using image sequences... is that you get 
    frame-popping whenever you slow down the playback....

<CLICK>

By the introduction of a new mechanic called adrenaline mode, 
  which you can see here, the player would be able to temporarily
     slow down time this frame-popping would become very noticeable... 

so we needed to find a way to fix this issue....

Let’s take a look at some footage that shows the issue....

<CLICK>



Frame by Frame
25 frames in total

In this video we’ve increased the particle lifetime to 11 seconds...
   so the 25 frames of our texture no longer cover every 
    rendered frame...

you can see the result looks very choppy.....

<CLICK>



Blending Frames
25 frames in total

so the first thing we tried was doing a blend between the 
  frames over time... this works really well for thin smoke
   but for the more dense defined smoke like you see here
    it still doesn’t look quite right...

If you look at the center of this smoke the blending looks
  reasonably ok.... but if you pay attention to the outlines of
    the smoke you can clearly notice the frame-blending....

So this made us revisit a technique we’d used on a cutscene
  for Killzone 2... lets take a look at a short making-of clip
    where this technique gets explained...

<CLICK>



after movie is done......

<CLICK>



Blending Frames
25 frames in total

Here you can see the result after we applied the motion vectors
   to our smoke effect.... 

and you can clearly see how well this works.....

Now although the blending still isn’t perfect, it is definitely a
   significant improvement...

<CLICK>



Frame by Frame
25 frames in total

Blending Frames
25 frames in total

Motion Vectors
25 frames in total

‣Good for blending irregular shapes
‣Less frames needed

‣Texture resolution can be slightly increased
‣Motion vectors texture

‣Adds a texture
‣Low resolution
‣Uncompressed

‣Shader complexity increases

Motion Vectors

Here we can see all of the different methods next to 
 each other for comparison....

The technique that we used back in 2008 for generating
   that nuke cutscene.... 

we were now able to use in our game on a lot of our particle FX.....

<CLICK>

To recap... motion vectors are really nice :

- blending of very distinct shapes works well 
 
<CLICK>

- You’ll need less frames and can increase resolution of your texture 

<CLICK>

- The motion vectors are added to memory but these can have a
    really low resolution texture as long they’re are uncompressed...
   
<CLICK>

- The shader complexity will increase quite a bit but the result
      is well worth it... As mentioned we only used this on a couple
        of our FX, most stuff worked pretty good with just cross-blending....

Let’s take a look at how we can tweak the variables of our
    final smoke effects....

<CLICK>



Final Smoke Example

Here you can see the basic smoke particle effect....

You can manipulate colors over time by changing vertex colors...

Alpha is used to fade out the effect at the end...

The cool thing is we can actually control the blending over time..
so you can do speedups like this....

and we can even go back in time and blend to previous
  frames which gives this funky result...

The fire element is rendered out separate and used as a layer
   in our shader that we can enable.... 

We can also tweak intensity over time.....

So we have pretty nice controls over our smoke...

Besides smoke we also looked into our fire-FX...

<CLICK>



Fire FX

Here you can see our fire-FX... We ended up using mainly 
  stockfootage for these...

We did do some experimenting with simulations in Houdini but
   we couldn’t get to a result that looked better than the stock within
      the time we had....

What we did manage to get from Houdini... is these nice gas-ious type
   of flames...

<CLICK>



Particle Debris

An important element when an explosion goes off or an object
   breaks, is the addition of small debris....

Now what we can do is model some debris parts and spawn these
  meshes in our particle system but these are rather expensive to process
     by our engine....

Particle instancing could offer a possible solution to this
   problem...

but since our coders were very busy with implementing other 
  more important features this had a very low priority....

So we tried to come up with our own solution......

<CLICK>



Particle Debris

We’d load in a couple of hi resolution debris assets...
  put some rotation on these and made them loop....  

Next we’d render out the color and normals from our engine 
    to an image sequence and apply these to our particle sprites.

<CLICK>



Particle Debris

Here you can see a test of combined debris in our particle editor..

Even close-by these objects hold up fairly ok...
  The addition of motion blur certainly is a must...

You can see how nicely all of the debris reacts to the lighting....

<CLICK>



Particle Debris

And here you can see an extremely over the top example..

<CLICK>



Particle People

For Vekta-City it was important to create the feeling it
    was populated by millions of people.

Now populating the city with hundreds of NPC’s wasn’t
   really an option.....

So in order to try and solve this issue we started doing some experiments
   using old-school Wolfenstein sprites...

We’d load in a walkcycle loop for a character...
    and capture this from 18 different angles...

We then do a lookup in this texture based on the direction and
  angle your viewing the particle from... 

Here you can see a whole bunch of particle people spawned...

<CLICK>



Particle People

In this video you can see what the result looks like in-game...

To control the direction of our particle-people we placed 
   force-fields that Michal showed earlier....

Note that these sprites could only be used on far distances but
    still help adding more life to an environment....

Sometimes particles would intersect with geometry but this was
   hardly noticeable from a distance....

We wanted to do more experiments with these but unfortunately
   there just wasn’t enough time...

To end this part about the particles I want to take look at 1 more slide, 
   showing some PS3 and PS4 footage side by side....

<CLICK>



Killzone 3 - PS3 KZ:SF - PS4

‣Addition of Particle Lighting
‣FX blend in environments

‣HDR rendering
‣More texture memory

‣Use of image sequences
‣Force Fields

‣Dynamic Environment

Particle Improvements

On the left you can see some PS3 footage....
... On the right PS4... 

you can see there is quite a jump in quality....

to recap....
<CLICK>

The biggest improvements were made by the addition
of particle lighting... Our FX automatically blend in their
  environments...

On KZ3 we didn’t have any particle lighting and we would
  fake lighting by coloring the particle to create the illusion
     it was being lit.....

<CLICK>

HDR rendering....
has truly helped in for example creating much better fire....

<CLICK>

Having more memory allowed us to regularly make
 use of image sequences...

Which in their turn allow for a much more 
  convincing motion on FX like smoke and fire....

<CLICK>

And finally forcefields allowed us for so much more control
  over the motion of our particles....
Making an environment feel much more dynamic and consistant....

Next let’s take a look at some of the
  destructible objects in our game....

<CLICK>



Destructible Objects

In early stages of the project we decided to really
   push destructibility in this game..

For destructibility we’re still making use of pre-broken geometry.

On this project we greatly improved our tools for
   breaking up objects procedurally...

The breakup tools allow us for different breaking patterns...
   like glass, wood and concrete.....

Not all objects were broken this way.... 
  for example... for the couches in this video we had the
    destructible parts created by our asset department.

And of course, we spawn a lot of additional particle debris on impacts

the amount of placed destructible objects in the game has
   gone up considerably!

not just the amount.... but the geometry detail and number of parts we
   use is a lot more....

Let’s take a look at the concrete pillar from this video....

<CLICK>



Killzone 3
PS3

Killzone SF
PS4

The PS4 allowed us for adding much more detail
   to destructible objects in an environment...

On the left you can see the destructible pillar asset on PS3...
   on the right the pillar on the PS4....

<CLICK>

So here you can see all of the parts that make up the PS3 pillar..

we have the non destructible core in the center... 
  and about 40 chunks that can break off....

<CLICK>



Killzone 3
PS3

Killzone SF
PS4

Now one of the things we wanted to achieve for next-gen
   destructibles is the feeling of layering....

So for the PS4 we devided the pillar up into a plaster layer....

<CLICK>

This by itself is around 90 pieces..... 

<CLICK>



Killzone 3
PS3

Killzone SF
PS4

And then for the secondary layer we also broke the core
  of the pillar into pieces....

<CLICK>

This consists of about another 70 pieces.....

<CLICK>



Killzone 3
PS3

Killzone SF
PS4

And if we hide all of the layers we’re left with the core....

now besides the amount of pieces you can also clearly notice how much
  more detailed the models are....

This shows the highest LOD stage for both....

Adding more chunks to an object also increases the complexity
   of the logic that needs to be set up for these....

<CLICK>



This nodegraph network defines all of the logic for the PS3 pillar....
   it defines the amount of damage each part can take before
      it switches to a dynamic state.....

Now let’s take a look at the PS4 pillar....

<CLICK>

Wait for movie to finish!

<CLICK>



The network is severally more complex...

dealing with roughly 4 times the amount of parts compared to the
  PS3 pillar.....

Let’s take a look at the hi-level process of our procedural destructibility tool...

<CLICK>



Destructible Objects

Here we have an example object that we want to break...

CLICK



Destructible Objects

We apply a voronoi breakup according to a set of points
  this creates several chunks...

We then clean up all of the chunks and geometry by removing
  unnecessary points...

CLICK



Destructible Objects

We generate UV’s for all chunks...

CLICK



Destructible Objects

For the Physics hulls we generate low-res meshes with a 
  slight bit of spacing between them to avoid intersecting when
   chunks get activated....

<CLICK>



Destructible Objects

We are able to combine or remove chunks....

CLICK



Destructible Objects

We can create bullet impacts, giving us precise control of where an impact happens,
  what angle, depth and amount of shattering...

CLICK



Destructible Objects

We can apply directional scaling on the voronoi cells, which creates
  a wood-like structure...

CLICK



Destructible Objects

This shows the inside....

CLICK



Destructible Objects

The tool allows for a lot variation in the voronoi breaking patterns and
  you can create things like this....

Having these tools was an enormous time-saver... On previous
  projects we already did a bit of procedural breaking but on this
    project we had a lot more destructible objects and doing these
      by hand would have taken a lot longer...

<CLICK>



Set-piece Breakdowns

Now we didn’t just use the break up tools for destructible
  game objects, but we’d also use them for 
       some cut-scenes and set-pieces....

Let’s take a look at some of these and how they were done.....

<CLICK>



Set-piece Breakdowns

Bridge pre broken with Houdini tools... 

after that we did a simulation in which we applied some
  impulses...

this animation was then completely baked out
  and exported to the game...

Particle FX added for more detail and covering modelswaps..

And here you can see the particle FX for the explosions....

wait for movie to finish....

<CLICK>



Set-piece Breakdowns

This next part takes place on the Helghast planet

it’s gotten really unstable after being nuked in KZ3 and it 
  has these gravity pockets that rip apart entire buildings....

<CLICK>



Set-piece Breakdowns

Artists created the full building consisting out what we call 
  building-blocks... you can compare these to lego pieces...

Instead of breaking the individual building block... we
  choose in this case to only manipulate their positions...

This is the tool that created for transforming the objects
   position based on a shape....

we can animate, scale or twist this shape and all objects
  translations are adjusted accordingly.... 

Trying to make sure they’ll stick together 
    in logical chunks....

<CLICK>



Set-piece Breakdowns

This next footage shows a skydive section in our game, where
  we’re entering the unstable surface of the Helghast planet.....
      
very much inspired by the movie 2012....

<CLICK>

for this 2 variations of collapsing buildings were created...

and another 2 for the rock-slides...

These sequences are placed in the level with some variation
  on the rotation and triggered whenever the player gets within
    range.....

and of course we spawn tons of extra particles
  on top of these....

<CLICK>



Set-piece Breakdowns

For our 1st public demo we had to create a large explosion
  transforming a peaceful environment into a warzone.....

Let’s take a look at the final result...

<CLICK>



Set-piece Breakdowns

Here you can see the same sequence with all particles
   and post processing disabled...

The glass is broken and simulated in Houdini and baked
   out to a sequence...

The shockwave that travels from the building is breaking
   up the floor-tiles....

And finally there is some dirt hitting the camera....

Let’s see how those were done...

<CLICK>



Set-piece Breakdowns

Copy of original floor moved slightly up...

Broken tiles shader applied

animated reveal mask with some noise

<CLICK>



Set-piece Breakdowns

The Dirt on the camera was a bit of an hack...

We attached a plane to the player camera...

Bottom left shows the texture...

Changed texture range for the growing effect...

<CLICK>



Set-piece Breakdowns

Here you can see the particle FX for this explosion running in
   our particle editor....

All effects are build in 1 particle system

we’re Carefully layering all of the particle placements and timings....
   this was needed to avoid sorting issues as much as possible.

You can see we use a lot of the debris sprites that I showed earlier on...

The entire explosion effects was created in slowmotion, for this
   we slowed down the game speed to 10%....

this is where our particle motion vectors proved extremely useful...

a lightsource was added in middle of explosion, and now, thanks to
   the addition of particle lighting, instantly gave the entire scene a lot
     more depth.. 

Ok, so lets take a look at all these elements 1 more time...

<CLICK>



Set-piece Breakdowns

wait for swipe....

- this is the geometry only

- particles enabled

- and post processing enabled again.... 

you’ll clearly notice how important HDR and post processing
  are in determining the final look....

<CLICK>



‣Post Process
‣Shader independent

‣Manipulate existing G-Buffers

Rain and Dust

With the task of making everything wet by rain... or covered in dust..

instead of integrating a rain/dust shader component in all of our
     game content...... 

or making separate wet/dust versions of all content... 

<CLICK>

we decided to try a post process approach which would 
   work on anything regardless of its shader. 

It would be a shader that is drawn on top...
We project a wet/dust layer onto everything by manipulating the G-Buffers. 

<CLICK>

A Deferred renderer is perfectly suited to this approach as we 
  have all the information needed to re-project textures already in
    the form of a G-buffer, such as world-space position, normals. 

This combined with the ability to read and write individual G-buffers
  from a shader seemed like a possible solution.....

For those of you not familiar with deferred rendering let’s take a look
   at an example that will help explain what we do....

<CLICK>



Deferred Rendering G-Buffers

For each frame we render in our engine, a whole bunch of buffers are
   generated and used to build our final image....

<CLICK>

Here you can see some of the G-buffers we render like the depth,
   normals, albedo, specular, roughness... 

This video only shows a snippet of the total amount of buffers we use....

We generate another 62 buffers with various resolutions and color depths that 
  are used for things like bloom, shadow maps and motion vectors....

We then use all of this data to build our final frame in realtime....

Now let’s take a look at how we manipulated these buffers in the shader to
  create wet surfaces....

<CLICK>



Rain Example

So here is a rainy environment.....

On the left the rain is disabled... on the right active

Here you can see how we manipulated the existing Albedo buffer...
   we made this slightly darker in the wet areas..

For the Roughness we increased the values making the objects
   more reflective... 

The Specular values slightly changed and mainly helped in
   emphasizing where raindrops landed....

<CLICK>



Raindrops

For the raindrops we used a simple 3D texture that had a few
  single white pixels in it... using Houdini these where blurred and 
    faded out over the height dimension of the 3D texture. 

We then tiled and animated the 3D texture moving downwards in 
   world space which was enough to give the illusion of droplets
      landing on surfaces. 

It could have been done by projecting an animated 2D texture
  downwards, but then you would see the same frame everywhere,
   making the repetition very apparent...

One of the major issues to solve was having the ability to define dry
   areas such as underneath overhangs. 

We initially tried a traditional “shadow map” approach, but this produced a 
  hard transition, which might work for lighting.... but was unacceptable for
   rain, where you expect smooth transition over a few meters where rain 
     might reach directly or indirectly.

After a few suggestions by our tech coders we settled on
  a method known as Variance Shadow Maps which produces soft
    transitions based on 2 pre-generated maps. 

We generated these maps in Houdini...

<CLICK>



Rain Mask

On the right you can see the texture we generated

The result of the mask looks like this....

<CLICK>

You can see the mask has a nice smooth transition in the
   overhang areas of where the rain might reach indirectly.....

<CLICK>



Dust Example

For the dust effects we used a similar technique as the rain but
  this time we’re using a 2D projected mask with some falloff rules to
    make sure the dust is not drawn under certain surface angles, like for
       example on the ceilings...

Notice how the dust disappears in the areas where bullets hit the surface....

Let’s see how we manipulated the buffers in this case...

<CLICK>



Dust Example

wait for swipe....

On the left you can see the original surfaces....

The albedo clearly shows the sand that’s been added

Roughness values of the surface are broken up by the black
  values of the sand, making it less reflective..

Specular values have changed quite a bit... the dark values for
  the dust are clearly visible...

To make sure dust or rain effects doesn’t get projected on any
  of the dynamic objects, like characters or weapons we have 
   access to a special user-data buffer... 

This is an 8 bit buffer we can use for masking out the objects
  that we don’t want to be affected by the dust or rain shader..

In this screen you can see that we’re excluding the footsteps and
  bulletimpact decals .... 

<CLICK> 



wait for movie to finish

<CLICK>



Dust Masking

For creating a mask for the dust we used a much simpler
  approach than the rain...

<CLICK>

We took some top-view screenshots from the entire level and
  hand painted a mask in photoshop for the areas we wanted to 
    have dust... 

In this case we didn’t need the accuracy that was required
  for the rainmask....

<CLICK>

In our shader we used this mask in combination with hi-res detail
   texture to achieve the final result.....

<CLICK>



‣The pros
‣ Works on all objects
‣ No specific content needs to be created
‣ Can be used to create various FX

‣The cons
‣ Takes up 3% of the total frame
‣ Additional buffer required for masking
‣ No precise control of tweaking the effect

Post Process FX Passes

To recap...  
Full Screen post process passes :

The good things... 

- Works on all objects in your scene... 
- You don’t have to create additional assets, like dusty or wet versions
- Can be used to create various FX, like frozen surfaces... we also used it
    for the effect for the slowmotion mode I showed earlier...

<CLICK>

The downsides....

- This method can be rather expensive to use... 
     for us the dust and rain FX would take up about 3% of the total frame time
- an extra buffer is needed for masking
- no precise control per object, if you want to change the G-buffer override
     values per object the shader could get very complicated...

Next we’ll take a look at some skyboxes

<CLICK>



Skyboxes

Our FX team handles all of
   the skyboxes (or level extensions)....

This is all of the environment outside of the gameplay area....

We have 1 person in the team dedicated to creating all of these
   and making sure to keep performance as optimal as possible....

Working on a more powerful platform allows us to
   draw much further distances...

We roughly had 10x the drawing distance off the PS3....
   This also meant a lot more work was involved in building the levels.... 

Now every game we’ve done, scale of environments increased... 

This next comparison video illustrates just how much the game has grown
   over past releases....

<CLICK>



Scale Comparisson

<CLICK>

wait for movie to finish...



Let’s take a look at some breakdowns of levels that really show
   how much all of the effects, including post processing and skyboxes
     actually add to an environment....

So we’ll start of with a bare bone pass of the gameplay area, no
  reflections, post processing, effects and skyboxes... and then we’re
    going to slowly layer these in....

<CLICK>

- here is the bare geometry...

- reflections, you can see that especially the glass and metal
    materials get a lot of definition....

- Color correction and post godrays

- lots of volumetric lights

- those lovely lens flares, JJ would be proud of us....

- particle effects +  the full screen rainpass
    all surfaces get more reflective.. and you can see
      how nicely the paper particles get reflected in realtime...

- all of the skybox elements...

- and finally we add lots of flying dropships to add ‘life’ to
      the environment and help the sense of scale....



Skybox + FX Breakdown

Here you can see the entire skybox loaded in maya

The yellow box represents the gameplay area

This shows how much of the level is actually skybox...
 
We need to make sure the skybox works from all
  areas the player is able to reach....

From the wireframe you can see that the amount of detail is
   quite high

RAIN SPHERE

For the rain we created a double layered sphere object that
   we attach to the player...

By building a paralax effect into the shader, we
     give the rain a lot of depth... 

While still using only 2 layers of geometry and
        keeping amount of overdraw reasonably low...

<CLICK>



and here is another breakdown of one of the later levels
   that takes place on the destroyed homeworld of the Helghast...

<CLICK>

- so again we start off with a bare bone geometry pass..

- reflections..very subtle since there is not a lot of reflective materials

- color correction + post god rays....

- volumetric lighting... not really noticeable just yet...

- lensflares

- particle effects + full screen dust FX pass ....
     and you can see how nicely the volumetric particles work

- and all of the skybox elements.......
     you can see how much of the screen is actually skybox...

- now let’s take a look at a split screen with and without post-processing...
      and you can clearly see how important these are in defining the 
        final look of our game.....

<CLICK>



Skybox concept art

So when we start building the skybox environment we get these
   nice concept art images from which we pick some elements that
      we like and start building those...

Once we created some of these elements we start placing them around
   the player area.....



Skybox elements in Maya

Here you can see all of the skybox elements for this environment
   loaded into maya.....

Most of the elements consist of uniquely build geometry and shaders...

A lot of the effects like the smoke and crumbling debris is done
   through shaders assigned to simple plane geometry...

Here you can see a wireframe version of the scene.... you can
   clearly see the density and detail that goes into the background...

And here you can see the elements that make up the sky itself...
   again we build all of the motion and FX in the shaders rather than
      animating the object itself.....

<CLICK>



Skybox + FX Breakdown

- skybox of our demo loaded into maya

- the yellow box represents the area where the level is located

- Here you can see how detailed the areas close to the level are....

- we used building blocks to build most of the city with...

- here you can see all of the buildings that make up the city

- for the medium range we used simple stacked planes with some profile
    texture the buildings...

- for the distant mountains and dam we used some simple geometry on
    which we camera-projected a texture from the players area... 

wait for movie to finish......

Now let’s take a look at how the skyboxes have improved compared
   to last gen....

<CLICK>



PS3

So the PS3 skyboxes actually look pretty descent at first sight...

but if you pay attention to the amount of depth in this 
   scene and the amount of detail in the textures and objects
      it all looks a bit smudgy....

Because of the limited drawing distance on PS3, we were actually scaling
  buildings down in the distance to fake perspective....

This skybox only works from this particular angle....

So now let’s take a look at a PS4 skybox...

<CLICK>



‣Larger Drawing Distance
‣went from 2km to 20km

‣More Geometry + Textures

Skybox Improvements

PS4

wait for movie to finish....

And you can see how much more detailed the PS4 skyboxes are...

So to recap

<CLICK>

We now draw about 20km on PS4 against 2km on PS3
  this truly helped in getting a much better sense of depth and scale...

<CLICK>

More geometry and textures allows for more variations and detailing....

and that brings us almost to the end of this presentation.... but before
  we do..... let’s go over some final thoughts...



Final Thoughts...

Final Thoughts....

Being involved so early in the development cycle of the PS4 meant that
   we needed to define scope of the game and the next-gen elements, 
      while the actual next-gen platform was still under development 
          and a bit of a mystery.

We were coming from PS3 and did not even have a PC engine running.
    We pretty much had to play catch-up with a lot of other teams
       in terms of features during the entire Shadow Fall production.

Now the PS4 is a powerful machine! 

and having the extra processing power and memory allowed us
  for a lot more creative freedom....

Doing a launch title is a lot of hard work!

<CLICK>

We did 3 big public demos over the course of 7 months.
  Although these really helped push development forward in all
    departments, it did require everyone to step it up...

Transition to the new platform definitely had it’s growing pains!
 Although, now looking back, this went pretty well for us...

Once most of the bigger new systems had been implemented.... 
   and with availability of more devkits our conversion times started 
     to return to normal and with this our iteration speeds went up again.... 

allowing us to finish our game in time for the PS4 launch!

At times during development things could look pretty broken...

<CLICK>





Final Thoughts...

   but you also know people are working hard on getting those
     issues fixed, so you’ll have to trust them and be patient...

Now while doing this presentation and looking back at the entire
   project, I’m super proud at what we achieved in the short development
      time we had and truly amazed how much of the things we set out
         to do actually got done!

seeing how we got from this.... <CLICK>

to this...... <CLICK>

is absolutely mind blowing!

<CLICK>



Killzone 3 -  2011
Offline-Rendered

Killzone SF - 2013
Realtime

While spitting through all of the material for this presentation, I ran
   into the offline-rendered intro movie for Killzone3...

This was 1 of the movies we actually didn’t produce in-house and was
   completely rendered and composited by a VFX-house....

Now, comparing this footage to our current realtime in-engine
   footage, truly shows how far we’ve come in 3 years time!

and makes me truly excited for what’s to come over the next years!

<CLICK>



Questions?

Guerrilla-Games.com/publications

And that brings us to the end of this presentation....

We’ll make this presentation and slides available on our website
  in the near future....

In the meantime you can find a whole bunch of our previous talks
  on there.....

Questions? Please line up at the mics or grab a hold of us after....

Q&A


